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Toy boxes might be classic kid’s room features, 

but a set of several kid-friendly containers 

does a better job of corralling all that gear. 

Kathy Jenkins, Certified Professional Organizer 

and founder of Come to Order, recommends 

purchasing multiple open containers that 

are “large enough for chunky toys but not 

supersized.” She favors containers with soft 

sides, so kids won’t get hurt if they tumble into 

them. Stash these containers on the floor or 

on the lowest shelf of a bookcase with about 

6 inches of access above the container’s lip. 

“If you want little kids to put things away, 

access has to be easy-easy,” Jenkins says. (And 

if you have a traditional toy chest—and its 

lid has a safety hinge—Jenkins recommends 

repurposing it as storage for blankets, seasonal 

items, or surplus stuffed animals.)

 Start teaching organizing lessons early by 

modeling nightly cleanup and involving your 

child, even in small ways. Build on a toddler’s 

natural interest in emptying and filling. “Just be 

sure to put away the filled container before your 

toddler empties it again,” Jenkins says. Picture 

labels are essential for non-readers, and clear 

containers help everyone—including older 

siblings, grandparents, and babysitters—quickly 

identify contents.

Professional organizer Kathy Jenkins shares her secrets 
for helping your child get organized at any age.
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OPPOSITE: Choosing versatile containers and 
labeling systems lets you easily switch contents 
and functions as a child ages. For example, the 
same canvas bin can hold soft toys for a toddler, 
a multipiece play set for a young child, favorite 
games for a tween, and personal papers and 
study aids for a teen. ABOVE RIGHT: Designate 
a dress-up station with soft canvas bins for 
accessories and wall hooks for costumes. As 
your child ages, the bins can sort scarves, 
shoes, or hats; the hooks can hold coats and 
backpacks. RIGHT: Clear acrylic boxes help 
parents, sitters, and older siblings quickly locate 
a toddler’s personal care items. Be sure to store 
them on top of a dresser or bookcase, away 
from a toddler’s exploring hands. FAR RIGHT: 
Place chunky and oversize books in baskets 
that are easy to transport from bed to the 
family room to the back seat of your car. 
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As children grow, toy 

size shrinks—but the 

sheer number of 

toys might seem to 

expand exponentially. 

Take control of the chaos 

by encouraging sorting and 

editing. At 4 or 5 years old, children can 

begin sorting their toys by type, putting like 

with like. Creating categories means you need 

to supply kids with small, shallow containers 

with dividers. Look for toy storage systems that  

are a collection of trays rather than vast bins 

or baskets. 

 Labels that feature both pictures and words 

help foster reading skills, and by the time 

they’re 8–10 years old, many kids enjoy working 

As your child grows, small- and medium-size 
containers become more important to help sort 
increasingly specific toys with tiny parts. 

electronic label makers or writing on blank 

adhesive labels themselves. 

 Parents needs to take the lead in combatting 

excess kid stuff. “If you’re feeling overwhelmed 

by all their doll clothes or action figures, imagine 

how they feel,” Jenkins says. Encourage your 

child to pick and display favorites, then regift or 

donate lesser stuffed animals, dolls, or trucks. 

After a gift-rich birthday or holiday season, try 

leaving a few things unopened but accessible. 

“If children don’t ask to open an item for a week 

or so, it can probably be regifted,” Jenkins says.

 Even better, stop the buildup before it begins 

by forgoing toy gifts in favor of activity gifts such 

as pool passes, museum memberships, ball 

game tickets, and gift certificates for lessons  or 

activities your child enjoys. 

LEFT: Small-scale toys or play sets with lots 
of bitty pieces benefit from divided containers 
sized to hold parts. TOP: Drop blocks and other 
tiny toys on a drawstring play mat. Cinch closed 
in seconds at cleanup time. ABOVE MIDDLE: 
Sort dolls and their abundant fashions in a 
vinyl shoe-pocket organizer trimmed down 
to child-height and attached to a wall or the 
side of a dresser. Later, reuse it in a closet to 
sort your child’s own shoes or accessories. 
ABOVE: Magazine holders keep construction 
paper and workbooks crease-free. OPPOSITE: 
A toy-sorting system with bins of varying sizes 
encourages kids to group like items together.

love these labels? 
Visit BHG.com/FunLabels to download all the labels featured in 
this story. You’ll find complete details on working with adhesive-
label templates, printing, and assembling kid-friendly labels. 
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  Beginning around 

age 10, kids are 

ready to start paring 

down their toys while 

simultaneously adding to 

their personal gear, including jewelry, collections, 

and electronics. “It can be difficult to let kids 

grow up, but now is the time to encourage them 

to make decisions about what stays in their 

rooms.” Parents need to let tweens and teens 

give stuff they’re done using to younger siblings, 

cousins, or charity. Purchase a few airtight 

containers for the closet or under the bed to fill 

with a few favorites for safe long-term storage. 

 Introduce basic organizing tools such as file 

folders, memo boards, trays, and desk caddies. 

Show how to use these items, then check in 

periodically to see how things are going. 

 
Analog wall clock. “Kids need to see 
minutes passing to understand time 
management,” Jenkins says. Put clocks in the 
bedroom, bath, and kitchen. Studio clock 
($15); Crate & Barrel; crateandbarrel.com 

Small trash bin. A clean bedroom requires 
a personal-size trash container. Establish 
a consistent day when trash cans in your 
home are emptied. Garbino trash can ($7); 
Umbra; umbra.com

Hamper. Provide a landing spot for 
laundry, and turn filling it up with dirty 
clothes into a game. Chrome double 
folding hamper ($40); The Container 
Store; containerstore.com

in addition to a basic bookcase with 
adjustable shelves, professional 
organizer kathy Jenkins recommends 
incorporating these five basic storage 
products into every child’s room, 
regardless of his or her age. 

Money management. Start with a bank, 
and as kids age, move to three jars labeled 
“spend,” “save,” and “give.” Open a checking 
account for tweens or teens. Bank ($6); 
The Container Store; containerstore.com

Clear stacking containers. Handled boxes 
hold a young child’s toys or art supplies; 
later, they organize teen toiletries or 
accessories. Smart Store containers  
($8 each); Snapware; snapware.com

OPPOSITE: Encourage responsibility by hanging 
a mix of organizing tools in a child’s room, 
including magnetic dry-erase boards, cork 
panels, wall pockets, and some type of calendar. 
ABOVE RIGHT: As children age, their interests 
become more specialized. Choose caddies 
that accommodate different sizes of supplies 
and feature handles for easy transport to class 
or a friend’s. ABOVE, FAR RIGHT: A tray for 
deodorant, cologne, and accessories not only 
corrals personal items, it protects a dresser top. 
RIGHT: Tame electronics overflow by giving kids 
their own USB hubs, cable holders, and cord 
labels. FAR RIGHT: Showcase memories and 
top achievements in an easy-to-open shadow 
box. Display trophies and collectibles on shallow 
ledges. Affix adhesive hooks to display hats and 
other hangable items. 
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raise an organized kid
Go to BHG.com/KidGrid for our complete storage plan packed with easy tips and 
product recommendations for helping kids get organized at any age. 


